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With the road racing and mountain biking 
over for the season those in the club who 
still need their weekly fix of competitive 
action have turned their attention to Cyclo 
Cross or “CX” racing. 

Cyclo Cross was started in Belgium by 
professional road cyclists looking for a way 
to keep their racing focus over the winter. 
the bikes are half way between a road and 
mountain bike, designed to be ridden on 
muddy off road courses, but can also move 
quicker than a mountain bike when they do 
hit the tarmac. 

the race courses include a number of 
obstacles forcing riders to dismount and 
carry their bikes. the sport is massive 
in Belgium, where the weekend races 
are a festival of cycling, beer, chips and 
mayonnaise.

the irish CX season recently kicked off 
and in Round One of the Supercross Series 
held in Dublin on Saturday last, Gary Shiels 
rode to second place in the Cat B, finishing 
only 30seconds off the win. 

Gary has completed the grueling Eight-
Day trans Alps event, raced numerous 
times in ireland both on and off road, but 
described the event as “60 minutes of fun 
mixed with huge amounts of pain”. On the 
same day in the Cat A race Johnny McCabe 
finished mid-pack.

Cuchulainn’s upcoming mountain bike 
superstar Aaron McCann also wanted one 
more outing this season and travelled to 
France to compete in the prestigious Roc 
D’azur in Southern France. here racing 
against the best underage riders in Europe 
Aaron was more than able to hold his on.

this weekend the club riders will be 
taking off on their annual overnight trip to 
the City North hotel. the riders will leave 

from Dundalk on Saturday at 1pm, choosing 
between three different routes. their bags 
will be brought direct to the hotel and home 
again the next day.

the Sunday cycle home while always 

shorter in distance than the cycle there 
always takes a longer time to complete, 
with more hydration stops required! Places 
are still available, contact Karl Dolan 087 
2219810 for details.
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The Chequered F1ag

A Formula One blog by Stephen English
www.stephenenglish.ie

Button cements his position as 
McLaren’s leader
Such was the inevitability of Sebastian Vettel clinching his second 
world championship the German was able to race flat out for the vast 
majority of a thrilling Japanese Grand Prix that was one of the rare 
occasions in 2011 when the Red Bull driver was outgunned by his 
rivals.

Jenson Button clinched his first dry weather victory for McLaren in 
near perfect conditions as the former world champion and his team 
executed a perfect race to finish ahead of Fernando Alonso’s Ferrari 
with Vettel in close company to the Spaniard. coming into the race 
Vettel spoke of looking to win the race and clinch the title in style and 
off the start line his determination to do so was in plain sight; with 
Button making a much better start the reigning champion dramatically 
closed the door on Button and forced his rival onto the grass.

Button was clearly livid but instead of getting frustrated he 
channelled his anger into getting back to the front and winning a 
race that he says means as much to him as any other. Throughout the 
opening stint of the race Button followed Vettel but seemed unable to 
match the outright pace of the Red Bull initially. however this was all 
part of the Englishman’s strategy; because of the numerous long, fast 
corners there is huge loads generated on the tyres and Suzuka was one 
of the toughest races of the season in terms of tyre degradation.

With drivers fearing that they may need to make four stops in the 
race Button nursed his tyres through the opening stint and eked out 
an extra lap on his first set of option tyres. It may not sound like a lot 
but that extra 5.8km covered by his first set of tyres was the difference 
between winning and losing for Button.

As a result of his longer first stint Button halved the gap to Vettel 
when the opening round of pitstops played out. With the McLaren now 
just over 2 seconds behind him Vettel sensed that he needed to push 
harder in his second stint. With Button bringing that gap down sector 
by sector Vettel was under immense pressure and on lap 19 he pulled 
into the pitlane for his second pitstop.

he came into the pits with a 1.6 second lead but when Button made 
his stop on the next lap the Englishman emerged from the pits just 
ahead of Vettel. A combination of a better pitstop by McLaren coupled 
with a sterling in lap from Button, almost 1.5 seconds faster, put Button 
into position to win the race.

Race hinged on early stops
After this round of stops Vettel was forced onto the harder, and 

much slower, tyres earlier than Button and realistically any chance of 
the 24 year old winning the race evaporated the second he came into 
the pit lane on lap 33 for the final time. using his tyre management 
skills to their fullest Button managed to complete another three laps 
before making his stop and thus would have the advantage of fresher 
rubber to the flag.

Fernando Alonso had however set his car up to be exceptionally 
kind on its tyres. This hampered him in qualifying, the double world 
champion could only manage fifth on the grid, but the strategy paid 
off handsomely on race day with the Spaniard able to slice through the 
field due to his inherit speed advantage from his conserved tyres. This 
allowed Alonso to emerge from his second stop ahead of Vettel.

While many expected Vettel to hold station and cruise to the finish 
with his world championship in mind the Red Bull driver raced flat 
out. Looking to capitalise on any mistake Vettel harassed Alonso but 
was unable to get by. his determination, and emotion, was seen to be 
bubbling over in the closing stages when he gesticulated at Jerome 
D’Ambrosio as he sought to lap the Virgin Racing driver. It was clear 
that Vettel was on edge at this point, eager to beat Alonso but also 
racing with the championship in the back of his mind. At this point he 
started to ease off slightly and Alonso was relatively secure in second 
place.

The Ferrari driver though had started to close on Button at the front 
and with two laps to go the gap between the pair was just over one 
second. It looked like we were all about to see a superb climax to 
this race with a showdown of world champions at the front of the 
field. In one of the great games of cat and mouse of 2011 Button 
had conserved his tyres just in case such a situation arose and in the 
final two laps he sprinted away from Alonso and set the fastest lap of 
the race. The marker had been laid down firmly and Button had done 
enough to win an unbelievably competitive Japanese Grand Prix.

Stability key to Button’s success
The confidence shown by Button on Sunday was mirrored by his 

team in the lead up to Suzuka by the agreement of a new contract 
between both parties that will see Button stay at McLaren for the next 
three years. There was little chance of either party looking elsewhere 
for next year such has been the complete ease with which Button has 
adapted to the Woking based squad but history has always shown us 
that in Formula 1 nothing can be taken for granted.

When Button left Brawn GP following his title winning season to join 
McLaren last season most paddock insiders felt that it was a mistake for 
him to join what had effectively been Lewis hamilton’s team. Joining 
the man universally recognised as being the fastest driver in the world 
and giving him the advantage of knowing everyone within the team 
for ten years was seen as a move that could only hurt Button in the 
long term.

As Button’s relationship with his team has developed over the last 
year it is clear that he is now firmly the lead driver in McLaren. The 
support that he shows the team is perfectly reciprocated and with the 
car development seemingly following a path for Button we are all now 
left to think of how hamilton can bounce back from a disappointing 
season in which controversy has seemed to follow his every move.

hamilton’s clumsy races since the start of the summer have been 
in stark contrast to Button who has amassed a run of five consecutive 
podiums while hamilton looks a shell of the driver everyone knows him 
to be. The last four races of the season are an opportunity for Lewis to 
assert himself before the end of the season, while also a chance for 
Button to cement his position as the logical threat to Vettel’s quest for 
three titles in row.

CYCLING Cuchulainn Cycling Club

Cyclo Cross becomes the focus 
for local cycling enthusiasts

Grammar School Tennis stars

Pictured are Dundalk Grammar School tennis players Eadaoin O’Casey, Ruth Copas, 
Anna Ledwith, Philippa Johnston, Jemma Wilson and Lucy McManus who recently 
played Bettystown in the Drogheda District League and achieved second place. 

GREYHOUND RACING Dundalk Stadium

Hanover Laddie might some 
day rank alongside the great dogs 
his owner has had in his name in 
the past. The youngster has at 
least made the right start. His win 
in the final of an Cu veterinary 
400 at Dundalk Stadium  on 
Saturday night was his third on-
the-trot, and it kept his unbeaten 
record intact.

His owner is octogenarian noel 
ryan, who has tasted Classic 
glory on three occasions on both 
sides of the Irish Sea in a lifetime 
involved in the greyhound game

There was Dipmac, supreme 
in the 1984  Irish Derby at 
Shelbourne, Boyne Walk, who 
covered the lamented Dunmore 
Park’s unique circuit faster than 
any of the others in the final of 
the 1992 national Sprint, and 
more recently, Loyal Honcho, 
winner of the 2008 english Derby. 
all were in the care of Seamus 
Graham at his Co Laois kennel.

noel, for many years Drogheda 
and Dundalk Dairies chief, bought 
Hanover Laddie - a March ‘10 son 
of Droopys Scolari and Kilgowan 
Lotus - from Kildare breeder, 
Michael Wall, as a 12-week-old, 
and had him ensconced at Larry 
Jones’ place in Carrickmacross.

The 72-pounder was ‘expected’ 
in each of his three an Cu outings, 
never getting better than an odds-
on quote. He was workmanlike 
on his debut, hugely impressive 
in the semi-finals, and in the 

decider, well able to answer a 
searching question posed by 
Manilla Spark. 

Deirdre Walsh’s Manilla ran 
from the wide outside and was 
quickly into his stride. He led 
rushmoor Mattie to the bend, 
with the slow-starting Hanover 
Laddie making significant 
progress.

Hanover had to be brave at the 
turn, and he was, going through 
a narrow gap and grabbing the 
lead before turning in. Manilla 
Spark was a constant treat going 
to the line, but the Jones-trained 

dog had the pace to make it home 
in front with a length to spare in a 
time of 21.67.

Sponsor, Blackrock-based 
Brian Jones, had hopes of 
keeping the trophy at home, as it 
were, but was denied the chance 
when Belfast Billy, which he owns 
in partnership with his brother, 
Larry, was stood down in the 
semi-final. Handing in over to 
noel ryan, however, wasn’t the 
least pleasurable of tasks.

The first round heats of 
another €1,000-to-the-winner 
competition also featured on 

Saturday’s card. The Skryne 
Kennels 600 is sponsored by 
Dominic Hegarty, who heads 
the tracks owners table for 2011, 
his impressive tally of winners 
coming courtesy of his home-
breds, all of them carrying the 
Skryne prefix.

Cnocbride Do, owned  by 
Knockbridge’s Paddy Farrell, 
along with Milford Mama (Paul 
McDonnell, Darver) and Becky’s 
Megadan (George rogers, 
Dunleer) are among those to 
make it through to this Saturday 
night’s semi-finals.

The graded part of the 
card produced a double for 
Clogherhead trainer, Craig Kelly, 
and a second weekend winner for 
local owner, Michael Finnegan. 

The latter’s newcomer, 
Bogtown Boy was a sprint winner 
on Friday night, and then it was 
the turn of Millwall John, who did 
the business in a 525.

Bogtown Boy was one of four 
scorers from these parts on 
Friday’s card. racing opened with 
Belrobin Mentor taking a sprint 
for Kilkerley’s John and Tommy 
Woods, and later on Thirsty otto 
won for Dean Watters and Chris 
Doyle over the 525.

Black Maestro was up in grade 
despite being still a maiden, but 
that didn’t stop David Dunne’s 
Dromiskin challenger from 
breaking his duck. The two-year-
old put in a strong finish to win a 
525 by just under a length.  

This Laddie has a 
lot to live up to

Brian Jones from An Cú Veterinary Clinic presenting to the win-
ning connections of Hanover Laddie at Dundalk Stadium.

By Joe Carroll


